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Directions: For this part, you are allowed thirty minutes to write a

composition on the topic Nature or Nurture. You should write at

least 150 words, and base your composition on the outline given in

Chinese below:1. 有些人认为遗传因素起决定作用2. 也有人认

为环境影响作用更大3. 你的观点 Today the way we consider

human psychology GetWord("psychology"). and mental

development is heavily determined by the genetic sciences. We now

understand the importance of inherited characteristics more than

ever before. Yet we are still unable to decide whether an individuals

personality and development are more influenced by genetic

GetWord("genetic"). factors (nature) or by the environment

(nurture). Research, relating to identical twins, has highlighted how

significant inherited characteristics can be for an individuals life. But

whether these characteristics GetWord("characteristics"). are able to

develop within the personality of an individual surely depends on

whether the circumstances allow such a development. It seems that

the experiences we have in life are so unpredictable and so powerful,

that they can boost or over-ride other influences, and there seems to

be plenty of research findings to confirm this. My own view is that

there is no one major influence in a persons life. Instead, the traits we

inherit from our parents and the situation and experiences that we

encounter in life are constantly interacting. It is the interaction



GetWord("interaction"). of the two that shapes a persons personality

and dictates how that personality develops. If this were not true, we

would be able to predict the behavior and character of a person from

the moment they were born. In conclusion, I do not think that either

nature or nurture is the major influence on a person, but that both

have powerful effects. 范文二： Directions: For this part, you are

allowed 30 minutes to write a speech in support of the 2008 Olympic

Games in the name of the student union. You should write at least

150 words following the outline given below in Chinese:1. 奥运会即

将于明年在北京2. 举行奥运会的重大意义3. 我们应该为奥运

做些什么Dear Friends, Fellow classmates,The exciting moment, I

am convinced, must remain vivid in our mind, when Beijing, the

Capital of China, was proclaim GetWord("proclaim"). ed the final

winner to host the Olympic Games in 2008 by Chairman of the

International Olympic Committee. Time flies, and the new Olympics

is coming very soon!Olympic Games, held every four years, boast a

long history and offer rare opportunities for different nations to get

together, which are far more than sports contests participated by

professional athletes. Through Olympics, new world records are set,

resilient sportsmanship GetWord("sportsmanship"). is highlighted,

sport-related industries spring up and international goodwill and

exchange get greatly enhanced.As college students, we ought to

contribute our share to the imminent Olympic Games with

responsibility of citizenship as well as focused knowledge. For

instance, it is advisable to give voluntary lectures to popularize

GetWord("popularize"). Olympic knowledge and environmental



awareness in some residential areas. And we are looking forward to

your suggestions and participation!Student Union 100Test 下载频
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